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SYNOPSIS OF THE CRITICAL
BIBLIOGRAPHY OF BRAZILIAN
ETHNOLOGY, 1953-1960

•

by Herbert Baldus

In 1954, when I published an 859-page volume entitled Bibliografia Critica da Etnologia Brasileira (Critical Bibliography of Brazilian Ethnology), I declared in the introduction that I had begun a task
th at wou ld never be completed-a task without end. In point of
fact, new publications on the Ind ians of Brazil made their appearance
with little delay. My paper today is based on 385 o f these subsequent
studies, but it is worth noting that I examined many dozens more
which I have not taken into co nsideration because they inc lude only
passing references to the topic. 1
I take special pleasure in informing you, as concrete evidence
of the development of anthropology in our midst, that of the 385
works in discussion no fewer th an 185 appeared in Portuguese. Of
this number, there are, properly speaking, 120 publications in the
subfield of ethnology, 36 in prehistory and archaeology, 19 in linguistics, and 10 in physical~ anth ropo l ogy. The second largest number
of publications is in German: there are 76, o f which 68 are in ethnology, 5 in prehistory and archaeology, 2 in linguistics, and 1 in physica l anthropo logy. The th ird largest number of publications is in
English, 63 in all : 52 in ethnology, 8 in prehistory and archaeology,
2 in linguistics, and 1 in physical anthropology. In Spa nish there are
30 pub lications: 21 in ethnology, 4 in prehistory and archaeo logy,
3 in linguistics, and 2 in physica l anthropology. Of the 22 Frenchlanguage publications, 14 are in ethnology, 5 in prehistory and archaeo logy, and 3 in linguistics. In addition, there are 3 ethnological pub lications in Italian, 3 in Russian, 2 in Dutch , and 1 in Danish.
1

The bibliographic notes will be published within a few years in the second
volume of the Bibliografia Critica da Elnologia Brasileira (Critical Bibliography of
Brazilian Ethnology).
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Before these hundreds of recent publications are classified
with respect to the various aspects of culture discussed and the geographic areas covered, some works on the history of Brazilian ethnology will be mentioned.
At the 1954 meeting of the Congress of Americanists in Sao
Paulo, Egon Schaden read a paper entitled " Problemas fundamentais
e estado a tu al das pesquisas sob re fndios do Brasil" ("Research on
the Indians of Brazil: Fundamental Problems and Current Status"),
in which bis principal concern, other than mythology and questions
of cultural change, was the elaboration of theory.
Two years later Florestan Fernandes published his "Tendencias
te6ricas da moderna investiga<;ao etnol6gica no Brasil" (" Theoretical
Tendencies of Modern Ethnological Investigation in Brazil"), differentiating three principal " foci of interest in theoretical elaboration."
In the order of their importance, these are: reflections on the study
of culture change; attention to the investigation of shamanism, magic,
religion, and mythology; and reviving interest in problems of social
organization. This paper is basic for the study of the history of
modern Brazilian ethnology.
Native Peoples of South America, a recent book by Steward
and Faron, is a typical North American textbook and also, according
to its authors, " an interpretative work, written according to a general
theoretical point of view" (p. vi). On the subject of Brazilian Indians,
and particularly of typology, this theoretical orientation offers the
ethnologist no novelties worth mentioning; however, if not infrequently leads the authors to superficial and inexact generalizations.
Fernando de Azevedo's " A antropologia e a sociologia no
Brasil" ("Anthropology and Sociology in Brazil" ), which covers the
major figures from Pero Vaz de Caminha to the moderns, and Estevao
Pinto's study of sixteenth century writers may be mentioned as contributions to the study of the history ·of Brazilian ethnology. The
bio-bibliographic essays of Castro Faria on Rodrigues Ferreira and
Roquette-Pinto; of Schaden on Karl von den Steinen and KochGrunberg; of Darcy Ribeiro on Rondon; and of Baldus on KochGrunberg and Rondon are also worth noting.
Moving on to describe recent works on aspects of culture, I
wish to start wHh ergology [study of work-Ed.] and technology.
Two works on clothing come to mind: Hans Becher' s doctoral thesis
on belts and wai st strings and Franz Caspar's article on the making
and function of the penis sheath (est6jo peniano) . . Ornaments are
analyzed by Darcy Ribeiro ·and Berta G. Ribeiro in their magnificent
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monograph, Arte plumaria dos indios Kaapor (Feather Art of the
Kaapor Indians), and by Brigitte Menzel in her thesis on lip, nose,
and ear adornments. There is considerable information on body
painting, but no systematic study has appeared. Jens Yde indicates
that the Waiwai paints his entire body red as a means of protection,
"as the evil bush spirits are not able to distinguish red objects," and
adds that dogs- especially hunting dogs-are painted completely red
for the same reason.
Virginia Watson and lmmina Schomig deal with construction.
Watson stresses the acculturation manifest in the modification of the
structure of Kaiua houses in southern Mato Grosso. Schomig compares certain special South American Indian structures: those designated exclusively for men and those that serve to isolate the woman
during her first menstruation and during childbirth.
Publications on technology proper have been rare in these
last seven or eight years. Becher refers to technology in his thesis
cited above, and Berta G. Ribeiro analy~es the techniques of fastening and gluing in her interpretative essay " Bases para uma classifica <;ao dos adornos plumarios dos fndios do Brasil" ("Bases for a
Classification of the Feather Ornaments of the Indians of Brazil").
But almost nothing of note on basketry and weaving has appeared,
and the publ'ications on ceramics are, in general, archaeological.
There is, however, one aspect of technology in which great interest
has been manifested recently: the study of the preparation of venoms
for arrowtips. Field researchers like Frikel, Biocca, and Vellard have
written on this topic; a great many of the 2,956 titles in the "curare"
bibliography of the Brazilian Institute of Bibliography and Documentation refer to important ethnographic studies of arrowtip venoms
of our Indians.
Am o ng the studies of weapon s, those o f Frederico Lane and
Horst Hartmann on bows and arrows, and of Bodo Spranz on spearthrowers are worth noting.

D

In the area of tribal economy, one of the least developed in
the field o f Brazilian ethnology, Darcy Ribeiro pioneered with his
systematic study of the distribution of collections, hunting, fishing,
and cultivation among the Urubu-Kaapor during the four periods of
the year characterized by rains, floods, summer, and drought respectively. Observations on the economic activities of the Kamayura are,
in my opinion, the most valuable section of Kalervo Oberg's paper
"Indian Tribes of Northern Mato Grosso." In the context of aspects
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of culture change in the acquisition of subsistence, Otto Zerries
studied the measure to which the Waika can come · to be classified
as prehorticultural hunters and gatherers or as horticulturists.
Fishing is discussed by Harald Schultz and Johannes Wilbert;
the former deals with pirarucu fishing qmong the Karaja, and the
latter with the use of the instrument called soc6 in Maranhao.
Indigenous South American horticulture is classified by Gudmund Hatt in two types: "Semi-Agriculture," in which the men do the
clearing and burning and leave all other work to the women; and
"Full-Agriculture," in which the men perform almost all tasks, although they occasionally may be aided by the women. Jens Yde
discusses these categories and elaborates a list of South American
tribes, including those of Brazil, in which the man takes an active
part in cultivation. In his article on "Slash-and-Burn Agriculture,"
Robert L. Carneiro opposes the generalized assumption that moves
by settlements of horticultural tribes are necessarily a consequence
of the exhaustion of the soil by slash-burn cultivation. T6 show that
this type of cultivation can be compatible with permanent residence,
he cites the Kuikuro who subsist largely on manioc cultivation linked
to clearing and burning and yet have maintained their settlement in
the same location for ninety years, and the Waura who practice
horticulture in the Upper Xingu region and have maintained a relatively fixed settlement. In order to facilitate proper evaluation of
possible factors in moves, the author translates them into a mathematical formulation. On the basis of the formulation he makes the
following suggestion: "If the ethnographic or archeological record
reveals periodic relocations of villages of 500 persons or less, causes
other than soil depletion should be assumed to have been responsible
unless there is clear and conclusive evidence to the contrary." The
same author, in collaboration with Gertrude E. Dole, also gives data
on "A Mechanism for Mobilizing Labor Among the Kuikuro." Cultivation among the Munduruku was studied by Father Protasio Frikel.
The products of indigenous horticulture are discussed in the
work of Brieger and collaborators on the varieties of maize in Brazil;
the article of Hans Becher, " A i mportancia da banana entre os fndios
Surara e Pakidai" ("The Importance of the Banana among the Surara
and Pakidai Indians"); that of Dole on the geographic distribution
of the various techniques of preparing manioc flour; and the doctoral
thesis of Gunther Hartmann on alcoholic drinks among the South
American Indians, with special reference to the raw materials for
their preparation.
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An outstanding contribution to the study of problems of commerce in a Brazilian tribe is made by Dole's article "Ownership and
Exchange among the Kuikuro Indians of Mato Grosso."
Among the publications of this period which deal with the
religion of our Indians, the first to come to mind is Egon Schaden's
Aspectos fundamentais da cultura guarani (Fundamental Aspects of
Guarani Culture), in which he presents an excellent analysis of the
eminently religious character of that culture. In the same field, Darcy
Ribeiro's paper for the II Reuniao Brasileira de Antropologia, which
describes the experiences of a Kaapor Indian who went in search of
God, merits attention. Mundurucu Religion is another important publication; author Robert F. Murphy concluded that, until a few years
ago, the essential element in the religous beliefs of the Munduruku
was the relation between the world of men and the world of animals
of the hunt. According to Murphy, the disappearance of this facet of
beliefs is one of the most momentous culture changes. There was a
symbiotic relationship between Munduruku society and the animal
kingdom: the Indians were dependent upon the animals for their subsistence and, in return, the animals depended upon the Indians for
their well-being and proliferation, which was promoted by the celebration of rituals. There is every indication that the Munduruku were
hunters rather ~han horticulturists. In this respect they differ from the
typical Tupi tribes in whose l·inguistic stock they are customarily incorporated. However, supernatural relations with animals also manifest
themselves in the custom that the hunter does not eat the animal
which he himself has killed. This is a custom common to several
tribes of eastern and southern Brazil, as I have shown in a paper
read at the XXX Congress of Americanists. Otto Zerries coordinates
considerable South American ethnological data on the lord of the
animals, the auxiliary spirits of the hunter, the lords of animal species,
the ritual of the hunt, and the souls of animals in his book on spirits
of the hunt and of the forest.
Concepts of the human soul are discussed by Zerries in his
article on the Wai ka and by Father Anton Lukesch in his study· of
the Kayap6 of the Rio Fresco. Josef Haekel studies the sacred post
as a cult object among several Brazilian tribes. Under the title "The
Birth of a Religion," Audrey J. Butt analyzes a semi-Christian religious
movement which first arose among the Makuxl and diffused among
the Karib tribes of the British Guiana [now Guyana] frontier region
with Brazil and with Venezuela. Conceptions of a supreme entity
or hero-civilizer were examined by Haekel and by Fathers Kruse,
Lukesch, and Saake.
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Moreover, myths of the following tribes have been published:
Kayap6 by Horace Banner, Surara by Hans Becher, Guarani by Leon
Cadogan and Egon Schaden, Tukano by Marcos Fulop, Fulnio by
Estevao Pinto, Urubu-Kaapor by Franci s Huxley and Darcy Ribeiro,
Banfwa by Wilhelm Saake, Waika by Otto Zerries. Heinz Kuhne completed a comparative study, \.vith numerous references to the tribes of
Brazil, on the role of the jaguar in the mythology of twins in the
Americas. The Franciscan Mariano Izquierdo Gallo wrote the voluminous Mitologia america (American Mythology) which includes a section titled "Myths of Brazil." The absence of scientific cri teria in this
work is, at times, shocking. The series Antologia //ustrada do Folclore
Brasileiro (Illustrated Anthology of Brazilian Folklore), of which the
first volume is "Stories and Legends of ~the Indians," is destined for
the general public; the selection criterion was the provision of a
sampl ing of the most different indigenous cultures distributed in the
most diverse regions of the north, south, east, west, and center of
Brazil. The contribution of the edi tor was I imited to an indication
of sources; the 72 texts, collected and published by various authors,
were adapted by the Paulista novelist Afonso Schmidt, literary editor
of the se ries.
Among studies of the shaman, we call attention to a recently
published Spanish translation of the basic work by Mircea Eliade on
shamanism and archaic techniques of ecstasy. Zerries studied the
several types of amiable or hosti le demons and spirits with which
the South American Indian shaman must enter into relations. Father
Saake reprodu ces the report in which a Banfwa Indian tells how he
became a shaman.
Passing from research on relations with the supernatural to
research on relations with relatives and members of the tribe itself,
we enter the field which has been most neglected in the past, and
which is being cu ltivated today with ever increasing ardor. Even the
Russians have been interested in this aspect of our Indian cultures,
as the articles by L. A. Fainberg, which appeared in 1954 and 1958
in Soviet publications, although general in nature, bear witness. A
work which, despite its reduced size, is one of the best of the last
decade is " Cultura e sistema de parentesco das tribos do alto rio
Xingu," ("Culture and the Kinship System of the Tribes of the Upper
Xingu"). Author Eduardo Galvao concludes that " . . . we believe it
possible to prove that, as with other significa nt aspects of the Xingu
culture in the culture area of 'uluri,1 as we call it, kinship systems also
reflect the distribution of a uniform type which is characterized by
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the presence o"f bilaterality, extension of terms; bilocal and patrilocal
residence; avoidance among father-in -law: son-in-law, mother-in-law:
daughter-in-law, and brothers-in-law; relations of approximation
among cross cousins; simple and sororal polygyny; and the levirate;
and the absence of moieties, sibs, or other social subgroups, localized
or not. The socio-econbmic unit is the extended family."
The sociological value of the study by Oberg, cited above, in
which he presents the kinship nomenclature of 14 tribes, is quite a
different matter. One is brought up short by the reflection that the
author has had only very brief contacts with the greater number of
the tribes he mentions. Oberg himself calls attention to the mutual
difficulties of communication between the field researcher and the
Indians. He writes, for example: ''The language difficulty which we
encountered throughout our stay prevented us from gathering much
information. We were, however, able to get the kinship terminology ... " (p. 11). Every researcher with some field experience knows
that one of the most arduous tasks in the study of Brazilian Indians
is that of getting their kinship terminology.
David Maybury-Lewis ultimately achieved extraordinary mastery of this subject matter. In a study entitled "Kinship and Social
Organization in Central Brazil," Maybury-Lewis comments on studies
by Nimuendaju and Levi-Strauss in the light of the results of his own
field resegrch among the Xerente. He presents the kinship terms
which he had gathered during the long months of his residence
among these Je. Analyzing data relevant to the matrimonial system
as described in Nimuendaju's monograph on the Apinaye, MayburyLewis shows in his "Parallel Descent and the Apinaye Anomaly'' that
for demographic reasons this system could not have functioned at
the time of Nimuendaju's field research and is incompatible with the
structure of kinship nomenclature. Referring to Nimuendaju'5" publications on the Je, Maybury-Lewis laments that "such a gifted observer should have lacked · the acquaintance with social anthropological theory which would have enabled him to make satisfactory
analyses of the complex systems he studied. As a result he did not
understand the structure of these systems; thus we can never be
wholly certain that he is correct in his reports of marriage prohibitions, of kinship terminology, and especially of the crucial cousin terms" (p. 203).
In "Les organisations dualistes existent-elles?," Claude LeviStrauss analyzes the social organization of the Bor6ro and the Eastern
Tim bi ra in particular. He concludes that "Je me suis efforce de
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montrer, dans cet article, que l'etude des organisations dites dualistes
revelait tant d'anomalies et de contradi ctions, par rapport a la
th eorie en vigueur, que l'on aurait inten~t renoncer cette derniere
et traiter les formes apparentes de dualisme comme des distortions
superficielles de structures dont la nature reelle est autre, et beaucoup plus compliquee" (p. 127). The work has produced an interesting controversy between the author and Maybury-Lewis.
In an article entitled "Umwelt, Bevolke rungsdichte und Gesellschaftsform im Amazonasgebiet," Hans Dietschy proves that tribal
moieties attributed to the Karaja by certain North American authors
are nonexistent (p. 13) and calls attention to the organization of men
into three patrilinear and "at least in theory, endogamous groups."
Tribal moieties in other tribes were also studied: moieties of
the Terena by Roberto Cardoso de Oliveira, the Munduruku by
Rob ert F. Murphy, and the Kaingang by the author of the present
paper.
The following stud ies of political organization are worth mentioning: an article by Dole on the Kuikuro ; a chapter on "A chefia da
comunidade," ("The Chieftaincy of the Commu nity"), in Schaden's
"tese de livre-docenci a" cited earlier; and Dietschy's study o f the
chieftaincy among the Karaja. In an essay entitled "Os Tupi e _a
rea c;ao tribal
Conqui sta," ("The Tupi and the Tribal Reaction to
Conqu est"), Florestan Fernandes analyzes the functioning of the
tribal system of actions and social relation s with reference to the
organization of the local group and to kin ship. In " Intergroup Hostility and Social Cohesion," Murphy studies the social function of war
in Munduruku society and concludes that "the institution operated
to preserve the integrati on and so lidarity . . . . "
Some studies of phenomena linked to the life cycle of the
individ ual merit attention. There is the posthumou s book of Father
Wilhelm Schmidt on behavior before and on the occasion of childbirth; the article by Marfa Angelica Carluci, "La couvade en Sudamerica," ("The Couvade in South America"), which complements that
basic study; the work of Niels Fock, w ho discusses the theories of
Schmidt and others in the light of material he coll ected among the
Waiwai; Dietschy's study of customs related to childbirth among the
Karaja ; and the report of Metraux and Dreyfus-Roche on their observations amo ng the Kayap6. . Becher published data collected
among the Surara and Pakidai o n the deflo ration of the girl child
before the end of the first year of life. Anderson and Caspar describe
the rites of puberty for the girl s among the Tu kuna and Tuparf, re-
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spe~tively.

The latter author, moreover, in another article pub Iished
in the Revis ta do Museu Paulista, treats the sexual Iife of the Tuparf
in detai I. In a paper titled "Extramarital Sex Freedom among the
Kuikuru Indians of Mato Grosso," Robert Carneiro shows that almost
all the adults of this tribe, young or old, male or female, have one
or more extramatrimonial sex partners. Hans Dietschy reports on the
problem of incest to discuss the possibility of linking its prohibition
with the fundamental myths of the dances and masks in pairs among
the Karaja.

0

In his contribution to the Encyclopedia of Morals, Murphy
shows how Munduruku ethics prescribe two mutually contradictory
standards of behavior which simultaneously produce harmony within
the group and hostility toward everything that is outside the group.
The two standards do not conflict; rather, they reinforce each other.
In the terminology of Ruth Benedict, the Munduruku may be called
"Dionysian" for their warlike comportment and "Apollonian" for
their cooperative and nonaggressive intratribal spirit which, to a certain point, makes them comparable to the Zuni. According to
Murphy, the apparent disparity between these two conceptions of
desirable behavior indicates the weakness of the configurative interpretations of Benedict and others.
I

At the 111 Reuniao Brasileira de Antropologia, I discussed another pattern of tribal behavior in my description of the externalization of fear among the Tapirape. Data on the tribal psyche of the
Kaapor is found in the work of Darcy Ribeiro and of Huxley. Dietschy,
who views culture as a esycho-hygienic system, demonstrated the
connection among the Karaja between the externalization of certain
psychic crises and the activities of daily Iife as, for example, the dance
and swimming. Aspects of the behavior of an asocial individual
among the Tupari are analyzed by Caspar in his case study of abnormal personality development. A further contribution to psychology is made by Charles Wagley who describes his relations and
experiences with his principal informant among the Tapirape.
The results of several psycho-diagnostic tests have been interpreted. Thus, Cinira Miranda de Menezes and Cicero Christiano de
Sousa studied the material I obtained from the application of the
methods of Rorschach and Mira y Lopes among the Kaingang
Indians of lvai. J\1aria JLilia Pourchet administered the tree test and
Goodenough's test (drawing a human figure) to the children of the
Kaingang of Palmas. Hans and Nelly Dietschy told us of their experi-
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ences in the application of Llischer's test (selection of eight colors)
among the Karaja.
Gene Weltfish's book, The Origins of Art, includes two chapters on the plastic arts of our Indians. In the article " Desenho e arte
ornamental dos Indios brasileiros" (" Design and Ornamental Art of
the Brazilian Indians"), Schaden expresses some general ideas regarding these artistic products and stresses the impossibility of understa nding them "without a rea sonable knowledge of the dominant
character of the cultural configuration." In his doctoral thesis on
"art as a culture element/' A. A. Gerbrands criticizes Max Schmidt's
well-known hypothesis that woven patterns of fan-shaped palm
leaves gave rise to pyrography and carved geometric painted ornaments. The Revista do Arquivo Municipal de 5. Paulo (Journal of the
Municipal Archives of Sao Paulo), formerly a good journal, published
a worthless 200 page article under the ambitious title "Arte primitiva
brasileira" ("Primitive Brazilian Art"). The author, Odorico Pires
Pinto, exposed his lack not only of originality but also of the scientific spirit; nonetheless, he was awarded the " Joao Ribeiro Award"
(1951) of the Brazilian Academy of Letters.
The tran sfo rmation of the Karaja doll from its ancient to its
current fo rm attracted the attention of Luf s de Castro Faria and Maria
Heloisa Fenelon Costa. Body painting among the Kadiueu, studied
earlier by Boggiani, Levi-S trauss, and Darcy Ribeiro, was the subject
of a Russian publication by E. V. Zibert, who used material collected
by Fielstrup, a companion of Manizer during the latter's voyages in
1914 and 1915.
The monograph on feather art by Darcy Ribeiro and Be.rta G.
Ribeiro, cited above, refutes all commentators who have used invalid
comparisons with the arts of ancient Peru as the basis of their denial
that the Brazilian Indian has had any creative force in the plastic
arts. Of its kind, the monograph represents a contribution that will
be difficult to surpass.
The music of our Indians becomes increasingly better known,
thanks to the ethnographers' use of tape recorders. A "longplay"
put out by the Musee de l' Homme in Paris under the direction of
Simone Dreyfus-Roche, who also wrote the respective commentaries,
has made the music of severa l tribes accessible to the general public.
Jose Geraldo de Souza's article "Contribui<;ao rltmico-modal do canto
gregoriano para a musica popular brasileira," (" Rhythmic-modal Contribution of the Gregorian Chant to Brazilian Popular Music"), also
affords some interesting comments on the music of Brazilian Indians.
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There is little worthwhile material on the dance. In my study
of "As dan<;as dos Tapirape," ("Tapirape Dances"), I refer to functions, form, steps, and musical beat, and add comparative data concerning other Tupi tribes and neighbors. Among the latter are the
Karaja: Dietschy has an article on their masked dances. Father
Alcionilio Bruzzi Alves da Silva has written on the funeral dances of
the Tukano and Tariana. It is lamentable that so worthy an entity
as the lnstituto lndigenista lnteramericano (lnteramerican lndigenist
Institute) has published-and what is more, in a luxury edition-the
production of a Mrs. Felicitas Barreto entitled Danzas indfgenas de/
Brasil (Indigenous Dances of Brazil) , a book so elementary in conception that one hesitates to mention dishonesty in connection with
it. Without a doubt, however, the bibliography, prepared at random,
was meant to mislead the reader who is unacquainted with this field
by giving him the impression that this is a scientific study. The
sources of the data that are used in such confused fashion in the
text are not indicated. The names of the photographers of the beautiful illustrative materials are also shrouded in silence.
In a study of the "dance as a social function among the
Timbira," Kathe Hye-Kerkdal proves the importance of collective
dances in various opportunities of the social life among these Je.
She bases her analysis principally on the results of Nimuendaju's
research. In another paper the same author analyzes the relationship
between the log races and the social organization of these Indians.
0
Until a few years ago, interest in the demography of our
Indians took a back seat to all the facets of Indian culture mentioned
above. This disadvantaged position of demography persisted in spite
of earlier contributions made to demographic literature by the renowned Karl von den Steinen after his first expedition on the Xingu
River in 1884; by Karl E. Ranke, in .1896; and by Pedro E. de Lima,
who visited the upper basin of the Xingu in 1947 and 1952. Consequently, Darcy Ribeiro's presentation at the II Reuniao Brasileira de
Antropologia of his comparison of demographic data for thirteen
tribes which are characterized by different degrees of contact with
representatives of our civilization, and by different forms of ecological adaptation, is a landmark in the history of our Indian studies.
Ribeiro's paper "Culturas e If nguas indfgenas do Brasil" ("Indigenous
Cultures and Languages of Brazil"), distributed at the 111 Reuniao,
contains two tables systematically comparing 230 cases classified by
degree of integration into neo-Brazilian society at the beginning and
end of the period under consideration, i.e. , in 1900 and in 1957.
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The various consequences of the contacts of the indigenous population with the three forms of our economic expansion-agricultural,
pastoral, and extractive-are studied. Grouping these same cases by
linguistic family, Ribeiro establishes the fact that " . . . Tupi groups
are more susceptible to the dissociative factors generated in the
process of integration, for they have lost 50 percent of their representatives, a far higher proportion than the others" (p. 31) . Analysis
of the demographic data leads to the conclusion that "There are
between 68,100 and 99,700 Indians in contemporary Brazil; even if
we accept the most optimistic hypothesis, indigenous Brazilians constitute less than 0.2 percent of the national population" (p. 47). In
the ''List of Brazilian Indigenous Groups," which is the third section
of the publication cited, tribal names are followed by synonyms,
current population figures, linguistic class'ification, geographic location, and category appropriate to describe current stage of integration. With the publication of Darcy Ribeiro's paper, a manual for
those interested in knowing the Brazilian Indian problem ,, mere conjecture about essential topics of Brazilian ethnology has been re/
placed by exact, \vell coordinated data.
Roberto Cardoso de Oliveira also presented a demographic
study at the 111 Reuniao Brasileira de Antropologia-reporting on the
Terena settlement of Cachoeirinha. Etta Becker-Donner, observing
the ill consequences suffered by the Indians as a result of contacts
with the white men in the Territory of Rondonia, collected demographic materials.
Rosa Scolnik also dealt with the health of the tribes of the
Guapore basin. Pia Maybury-Lewis studied the same subj ect among
the Xerente and concluded that this highly acculturated tribe suffered
neither nutritional deficiencies nor ill health, but that its problems
were social and psychiatric. In this field, attention is called to the
research of the following medical doctors: Ataliba Macieira Bellizzi ,
Noel Nutels, Joao Leao da Mota, and Amaury Sadock de F. Filho.
There has been a relatively high number of recent publications
on the relations between the Indian and the white man , the treatment
of the former by the latter, and the consequences of different types
of contacts in different epochs. Anchieta's Poesias , published in
1954, evidences the attitude of the sixteenth-century Jesuit toward
indigenous cultu re. Florestan Fernandes' substantial contribution to
the Hist6ria C era/ da Civiliza<;ao Brasileira (General History of Brazilian Civilization) , deals with the incapacity of the Tupinamba " tribal
organizational system" to adjust to the new situation created by
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contact with the white invaders. In his doctoral thesis The Indian
Poli cy of Portugal in the Amazon Region, 1614-1693, M athias C.
Kiemen uses documents from the Portuguese, Spanish, and Vatican
arch ives to demonstrate that the Portuguese Crown always sought
to protect the Indians, even though it permitted their enslavement
in the exceptional circumstances of any " just war." Under the titl e
Desbravadores (Pioneers), Father Vitor Hugo wrote a two-volume
history of the penetration of the Madeira River basi n by Catholic
m1 ss1onaries. Albert Schmid treats of the rel ations between th e
Indians and the German co lonists in Rio Grande do Sul and Santa
Catari na. Father Jo hann D ornstauder describes the first friendly
meeting he had in 1957 with the so-called " Canoeiros" of the Ri o
Juruena region. In a report dated December 1958, Carlos de Araujo
Moreira Neto describes the tragic situation in which he found the
Kayap6. Roberto Cardoso de Ol iveira shows how anti-assimi lat ionism
may be fostered by the presence of the Servi<;o de Protec;ao aos
rndios among tribes already integrated into th e neo-Brazilian econom ic life of their respective regions. Egon Schaden stresses the
necessity of crea tin g among ou r Indians " an economic mentality"
that is indispensab le for life in the civi li zed world, and of graduall y
modifying behavior patterns and the cu ltural ideal itself until both
are compatible with this m entality. In a contribution to the Sem inar
in Appli ed Anthropo logy at th e IV Reu ni ao Brasileira de Antropologia,
I tried to indi ca te ways in which we might collaborate in establishing our Indian cultures as Braz ilian subcultures. Thereafter I had th e
satisfaction of seeing that my ideas coincided w ith th e conception
of social integration ela bo rated by Darcy Ribeiro and others at the
IV Congresso lndi gen ista ~ ln tera mericano and published in America
lndfgena, Number 1 o f 1960.
C u ltu re change in certain tribes has been one of the favorite
topics of numerous excellent authors in recent years. At the 111
Reuniao Bras ileira de Antropologia, Th ales de Azevedo presented an
analysis of "Acu lturac;ao dirigida" (" Pl anned Acculturation"), led by
the catechi sts of colon ial Brazil. Religiou s acculturation among the
G uarani wa s studi ed by Egon Schaden. William D. Hohenthal concluded th at the su rv ival of th e Fulnio of Aguas Belas as a cultural
group is a result of their ethnocentric attachment to th e values of
their own culture and their consequent contempt fo r neo- Brazilian
culture. Anothe r northeastern tribe, the Canela, was studied by
another North Am eri can ethno logist, William H. Crocker; si nce th e
now less rigidly upheld socio-cu ltural pattern s seem to Crocker to
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be fund amentally the same as those of Nimuendaju's time, he speaks
of cultural stability. " Acultura<;ao indfgena no Ri o Negro" (" Indian
Acculturation on the Rio Negro"), by Eduard o Ga lvao, and O processo
da assimila<;ao dos Terena (The Process of Assimilation among the
Terena), by Roberto Cardoso de Oliveira, are basic studies. In
" Tapirape Social and Culture Change," Charles Wagley shows how,
under the impact of an attack by neighbors, th e Tapirape "society"
tempo rarily ceased to exist while the "culture" continued. Wagley
sees thi s as "a striking example of the difference between a society
and its culture." Acculturative phenomena were also studied by
Franz Caspar among the Tuparf, by Father Saake among the Bororo,
by Harald Schultz and Vilma Chiara among the Tukurina, by Robert
Murphy among the Munduruku, and by Alfonso Trujillo Ferrari
among the Karirf.
Problems of culture history, so-called, have been of concern
not only to Claude Levi-Strauss, who based his analysis of the notion
of archaism in ethnology upon Brazilian materials, but also to such
students of specific culture elements as Zerries, whose work on the
bull -roare r and the spirits of the hunt is ind icative of th is interest.
Boglar's article o n bu rial forms and Becher's thesis on belts and
waist strings also are based on Brazilian material s.
Several authors have contributed to the classification of
Brazili an tribes: Hans Becher, with regard to th e inhabitants of the
regi o n bounded by the Rio Branco, the Rio Uraricuera, the Parima
Mountain, and the Rio Negro; Father Protasio Frikel with reference
to th e Indians of northern Para and the frontier regions; Darcy
Ribeiro by establishing four categories of contact with our civilizati on ; Crestmfr Loukotka, in grouping by linguistic family the northeastern tribes that are not considered Tupi ; .I. Mattoso Camara, 1r.,
in discussing various types of classification of Brazi lian Indian languages; Joseph H. Greenberg, with his study, Th e General Classification of Cen tral and South American Languages; and Jose lmbelloni,
in defendin g his proposed taxonom y in the li ght of new contributions
toward the racial cla ssification of South American Indians. In " Culture Areas in South America : An Archeological Point of View," Betty
J. Meggers and Clifford Evans defend the utility of the culture-area
classification established by Steward in the Handbook of South American Indians. In another study published under the title " ldentifica<;ao
das areas culturais e dos tipos de cultura na base da ceramica das
jazidas arqueol6gicas" ("Identification of Culture Areas and Types of
Culture on the Basis of the Ceramics in Arch eological Deposits"),
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Meggers and Evans establish "three di stinct levels of ce ramic development" in South America: Simple, Regular, and Advan ced (p. 30).
The following conclusion to this attempt at classification is worth
noting: " The theoretical conception that all cultural phenomena are
functionally interrelated leads us to conclude that differences in
cera mic technology ca n be used to infer the general characteristics
of socio-politi ca l and rel igious organization associated with the different ceramic techn o logies and, therefore, to secu.re a base for rating
the general level o f complexity attained by an extinct culture."
(ibidem)
The classificatory essay of maximum importance to us is the
paper Eduardo Galvao presented at the IV Reuniao Brasileira de
Antropologia and later published under the title " Areas culturais
indfgenas do Brasil ; 1900-1959," (" Indigenous Culture Areas of
Brazil: 1900-1959"). Having reviewed earlier attempts to classify
South American Indians by culture area, the author divides Brazil into
eleven cul tu re areas: " North Amazon, Jurua-Purus, Guapore, Tapaj6sMadei ra, the Upper Xingu, Tocantins-Xingu, Pindare-Gurupi, Paraguai,
Parana, Tiete-Uruguai , the Northeast." He observes: " We have
emphasized the contiguous spatial distribution of both material and
socio-cultural ,culture elements as the decisive criteria. Although
specific details of the geographic environment of each area are not
covered in this summary description, they were taken into consideration. Definition of the contact situation and of the cul tu re context
of the pioneering national frontiers is equally important. We consider the occurren ce o f intertribal acculturation to be of major significance" (p. 15).
What particularly distinguishes thi s classification from earlier
attempts is its limitation to a specifi'c epoch, that is, to tribes still
extant during the first six decades of th e twentieth century.
Four of the eleven areas are subdivided into nuclei. Each
area synopsis is accompanied by a bibliography; a general bibliography . is provided at the close of the paper.
Before adding new items to the bibliography of each of these
culture areas, let us complete the panorama of scientific publications
on the Brazilian Indian for the years 1953 to 1960 with the citation
of those authors who contributed to this literature in disciplines
other than ethnology. These are, in Linguistics: Albi se tti, Baldus,
Barbosa, Boglar, Cadogan, Mattoso Camara, Faria, Giacone, Greenberg, Guerios, Hanke, Kietzman, Loukotka, Meyer, Nimuendaju,
Rodrigues, Schultz, and Swadesh; in Archaeology and Prehistory:
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Barata, Becker- Donner, Bigarella, Blasi, Boglar, Borba, Bosch-Gimpera,
Cruxent, Emperaire, Evans, Faria, Loureiro Fernandes, Figueiredo,
Fuchs, Hanke, Hilbert, Hu.rt, Laming, Meggers, Ott, Palmatary, Pereira
Jr., Putzer, Schmitz, Altenfelder Silva, Tiburtius, and Walter; in
Physical Anthropology: Avila, Bellizzi, Campos, Dfaz-Ungrfa, Loureiro
Fernandes, Fortuyn, lmbelloni, Mattos, Ottensooser, Pourchet, Salzano,
Walter Silva, and Zerries.
If we list authors of recent publications on specific tribes by
name, using the culture area scheme proposed by Galvao, the
following picture emerges:
I-NORTH AMAZON, nucleus A:
Oaiana (Wayana) :
Ahlbrinck, Fortuyn.
Frikel. ,
Tiriy6:
Melo Carvalho.
Urukuyana and Aparai:
Frikel, Polykrates, Haekel.
Kaxuiana:
Butt, Alcuino Meyer, Nimuendaju.
West: Makuxf:
Evans and Meggers, Fock, Guppy,
North: Waiwai:
Yde.
I
nucleus B:
Waika:
Finney, M. Schuster, Zerries.
Dfaz-Ungrfa, Zerries.
Xiriana:
Pakidai:
Becher.
nucleus C:
Banfwa:
Saake.
Tariana:
Alves da Silva.
Tukano:
Fulop, Alves ·da Silva.
Maku:
Giacone, Schultz, Zerries (Puinave).
Tukuna:
Anderson, Melo Carvalho, Schultz,
Roberto Cardoso de Oliveira.
Rio Negro in general:
Galvao.
11-J U RUA-PURUS:
Schultz and Chiara, Castelo Branco.
II I-GU APO Rt, nucleus A:
Txapakura groups:
Tu pf: Makurap:
Huari:
Tuparf:
Kanoe:

Pakaanovas: Becker-Donner.
nucleus B:
Becker-Donner.
Hanke, Becker-Donner.
Caspar, Scolnik.
Hanke.
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Nambi kuara:
Guapore in general :
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nucleus C:
Boglar, Levi-Stra uss.
Hugo.

IV-TAPAJOS-MADE IRA, nucleus A:
Burks, Frikel, Robert and Yolanda
Munduruku:
Murphy.
Bellizzi, Nunes Pereira.
Maue:
nucleus B:
Kawahib groups (Tupi) :
Levi-Strauss.
V- UPPER XIN GU:
Kamayura:
Yawa lap itf:
Kala pa lo:
Kuikuro:
Tru maf:
Upper Xingu in general :

Cowell, Oberg, Teves, Weyer,
Wustmann.
Lhullier dos Santos.
Cunha, Saake.
Carneiro and Dole.
Murphy and Q uain.
Cowell, Dreyfus-Roche, Galvao,
Lima, Oberg.

VI- TOCANTINS-XINGU, nucleus A:
Crocker, Dietschy, lzikowitz,
Canela:
Vanz o lini .
David Maybury-Lewis.
Apinaye:
Schultz, Wustmann.
Krah6:
Eastern Timbira in general : Hye-Kerkdal, Levi-Strauss.

Xerente:
Akwe-Xavante:
Kayap6:

Gavi6es:
Mudjetlre:

nucleus B:
David and Pia Maybury- Lewis,
Baldus.
Arnau, Borra, Halik, Weyer.
nucleus C:
Banner, Bellizzi, Lukesch, Metraux
and Dreyfus-Roche, Moreira Neto.
Txukahamai: Cowell .
Carron, Vilar de Ca rva lho, Moreira
Neto.
Vilar de Carvalho.
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Tapirape :
Karaja:
Bororo :

Baldus, Wagley, Cardoso de Oliveira.
Bellizzi, Caldas, Costa, Dietschy,
Faria, Schultz, Vasquez, Wustmann.
Albisetti, Baldi, Levi -Strau ss, Saake.

Vll-PINDARE-GURUPI :
Urubus-Kaapor:
Guaja:
Vlll-PARAGUAI :
Kadiweu :
Terena :
IX-PARANA:
Kayova:
Mbya:
Guarani in genera l:
Guarani of the
Pauli sta Coast:
Guarani archaeology:

Darcy and Berta G. Ribeiro, Huxley.
Beghin.

Levi-Strauss, Susnik, Zibert.
Cardoso de Oliveira, Kietzman.

Boglar, Hanke, Philipson, V. Watson.
Cadogan.
Cadogan, lane, Nimuendaju,
Schaden.
Goldman.
Altenfelder Silva, Schmitz.

X-TIET~-URUGUAI:

Kaingang of Sao Paulo:
Kaingan g of Parana and
Santa Catarina:
Kaingang of Rio Grande
do Sul:
Kaingang in general:
Xeta:

XI-NORTHEAST:
Fulnio :
Kari rt:
Xukuru:
Northeast in general:

Baldus, Horta Barboza, Lane, Magalhaes.
Loureiro Fernandes, Lacerda, Menezes, Pourchet, C. C. de Souza,
Dreyfus-Roche.
Baldus, Fischer.
Baldus, Paterniani, F. S. G. Schaden.
Loureiro Fernandes, Guerios, Loukotka.

Hohenthal, E. Pinto.
Trujillo Ferrari.
Hohenthal.
Loukotka.
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CONCLUSIONS

The listing above indicates that new studies were made in
each of the eleven culture areas during the last seven years. It also
shows clearly how much still remains to be done. The area least
visited by researchers is Jurua-Purus.
Summarizing the other data presented here, we may make
the following statements:
Among th e materials publi shed since th e appearance of my
Bibliografia Critica (Critical Bibliography), in 1954, the most impo rtant
for the study of the m odern history of Brazilian ethno logy is · the
m onograph by Florestan Fernandes which was cited above.
The materials published in ergology and technology largely
rep resent museum and library research. It is devoutly to be hoped
that the need for field research will be increasingly recognized by
those disciplines which now can benefit from the efficient use of
cinematography.
Relatively little has been written about economic activities.
What there is almost always consists of brief descriptions of activities
of specifi c tribes. One of our needs is for a systematic inventory of
knowledge in this field o f Brazi lian ethno logy to point up the gaps
in our present data.
Among the studies 9f indigenous reli gio n, Schaden's and
Murphy's are outstanding for their concern with the religious motif
as it is interwoven with the total cu lture. The myths of a great m any
tribes have been published.
In ethno-sociology, the ana lysi s of the kinship system has
been stressed. Stud ies of the couvade are outstanding in the group
of publications concern ed with the life cycle of the individual.
Increasing interest in psychology is evident not only in articles
on patterns of tribal behavior, but also in the analysis of individuals
and in the application of several modern tests in the tribal setting.
In the Arts in addition to some essays there is a unique monograph, "Arte plumaria Kaapor" (" Feather Art of the Kaapor''), by
Darcy Ribeiro and Berta G. Ribe iro. Few authors deal with the dance;
one, however, has ''mi streated" it. Almost nothing has been published on games.
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While all the aspects of culture mentioned were studied more
or less intensively, the problem of the numbers of culture bearers
(Indians) and their decline attracted little attention from researchers
until Darcy Ribeiro's demographic study appeared. Now studies of
the state of health of the Indians and of relations between Indians
and Whites in general are multiplying.
Good studies of acculturation problems are legion. Some
European researchers have been interested in questions of Culture
History. Ethnologists, linguists, archaeologists, and physical anthropologi sts have contributed to the classification of Brazilian tribes.
At the I Reuniao Brasileira de Antropologia in 1953, I presented a balance sheet of what had been done to advance knowledge
of the Brazilian Indian. I concluded that " The best representatives
of Brazilian ethnology understand that the moment to produce
mu/tum, non mu/ta has arrived." In my exposition today I have
already mentioned studies that are "multum," that is, basic works,
rather than " multa," that is, superficial notes and Jittle articles.
Brazilian ethnology has made great progress since that first meeting.
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